The Survival of “End-Run” Theories of
Tort Liability After Hustler v. Falwell
By Robert E. Drechsel
The Supreme Court’s decision striking down a verdict for
the Rev. Jerry Falwell in an intentional infliction of emotional distress suit against Hustler Magazine was widely
praised as a major victory for freedom of expression.
Careful examination of the decision and subsequent cases
in the lower courts, however, reveals that the Hustler
decision is unclear and limited. It has not dealt decisively
with plaintiffs‘ use of alternative theories of liability to
avoid otherwise insurmountable First Amendment barriers
to actions for libel or invasion of privacy. The lower
courts have done a more effective job of resolving the
issue without Hustler.
,In 1988, the U.S. Supreme Court applied the First Amendment to
strike down a $2OO,OOO verdict, not for libel or invasion of privacy, but
for emotional distress intentionally inflicted on the Rev. Jerry Falwell by
a vicious parody in Hustler Magazine.’ Hustler v. Falwell was widely
hailed a s a major victory for freedom of expression: but this article suggests that such praise needs qualification, and that subsequent cases in
the lower courts support such qualification. The article begins with a
concise legal history of the Hustler case. It then critically examines the
Supreme Court’s decision, and concludes that the Court failed to make
clear t h e real basis for its decision. Consequently, Hustler has not
resolved the central problem presented by suits for intentional infliction
of emotional distress - plaintiffs’ use of such alternative theories of liability w h e r e their claims would otherwise b e foreclosed by First
Amendment limitations on suits for libel and invasion of privacy.
The Legal Background

As it has developed through common law, an action for intentional
infliction of emotional distress requires a plaintiff to prove that the
defendant 1) did something extreme and outrageous to 2) either intentionally or recklessly 3) cause the plaintiff severe emotional distress.’
During the past decade, it has become increasingly common for plaintiffs to assert such claims against the mass media, and to couple them

>The author is an associate professor of journalism and mass communication at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. He wishes to thank professors Timothy Glcason, Kent
Middleton and Donald Gillmor, and attorney Terrance Mead for their useful comments
and suggestions.
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with claims for libel and invasion of privacy.' Falwell's action against
Hustler provides a striking example of how plaintiffs have seized on
intentional infliction of emotional distress as a theory of liability that
might circumvent the difficult legal barriers that would make recovery
impossible if they sued only for libel or invasion of privacy.
The material in Hustler Maguzine that angered Falwell was a parody
of a Campari liquor ad. It contained Falwell's name and photograph, and
a phony interview in which the Falwell character described an incestuous encounter with his mother and portrayed both his mother and himself a s drunkards. In small print at the bottom of the ad was a disclaimer: "Ad parody-not to be taken seriously." Falwell sued for libel,
invasion of privacy (appropriation of his name and likeness for commercial purposes) and intentional infliction of emotional distress.
The trial court dismissed t h e privacy claim and the jury found
against Falwell on the libel claim, concluding that the parody could not
reasonably b e understood as describing actual facts about Falwell or
actual events in which he parti~ipated.~
But the jury did find Hustler
responsible for intentional infliction of emotional distress!
Apparently, the jury found the very nature of the ad parody - plus
the fact that Hustler republished it after Falwell sued' -to be sufficiently outrageous. As to the requisite intent, Hustler publisher Larry Flynt
had testified in a deposition that he intended to cause Falwell emotional
distress. And a s t o t h e requirement of severe emotional distress,
Falwell testified that he had never had a personal experience of equal
intensity, and that h e had become angry enough to retaliate physically.
A colleague testified that Falwell's enthusiasm, optimism and ability to
concentrate suffered visibly a s a result of the parody. T h e court of
appeals found all of this to be sufficient evidence to have justified the
jury's verdict, and affirmed.'
The court of appeals also rejected Hustler's argument that the F i s t
Amendment barred liability. Hustler argued that to collect for intentional
infliction of emotional distress, Falwell should be required to prove the
same "actual malice" - knowledge of falsity or reckless disregard for
the truthg- required of a public-figure libel plaintiff. The court agreed,
but with an important twist. The real intent of the "actual malice" rule
was to require a high degree of legal fault, the court reasoned; since a
successful intentional infliction suit requires fault at the level of intentional or reckless conduct, the constitutional fault requirement is satis1. HdkrMqadntv. Fphpdl*108 S.Ct 876 (1988).
2. Sn.e.g. 'Court. 80,Extends Ri&t to Criticize Those in Public Eye.' New York 7 h 0 , Feb. 25. W. p. 1 col. 4
(rutimd 4.)
I)ouMe-BarreI
;
Judgment,' New York Tima, Feb. 25. 1988. p. 15, col. 1 (national ed.); Arlen W.
h n p v u d t , 'Stopping the End-Run by Public Plaintiffs: Falwell and the Refortification of Defamation Law's
Cuutitutid A~ICC~S.'
Amnicclm himm Low jound,26:665708 (1988): JmnR Loguru, ' H d l n Magaxint. Imc. v.
FdrrU Irugh OT Cry, Public Fmm Mua Learn (0 Live with Satirical CririCim,' Prpprrdmr Low RrvinC, 1697-116
(less);and Rodney A Smolla.jmy F d d s. Imwy F l p l (New York SL Martin's Rnq 1988).
3. Rrrlo*ru*l ( S l d O/T& w6(l) (1965).
4. Sct, 4..Robert E. Drechsd. 'Intentional InEiction of Emotional Diraeo: New Tort Liability for Mar Media,'
Wiuor Lar Reuiclp, 6933961 (1985); T m u r e C. Mead, %ing Media for Emotional Dislrea: A Multi-Method
Wyah of Tort Law Evolution' WaLbvn hwjcund. 2324-63 (1983); George E. Stevens, ?he Tort of Dutnpe': A
New Legal Robkm for the Prep,' Ncuop4prr Rarorch j o u n d . Spring 1984, pp. 27-33.
5. H d k r Mqodrr v. Falwdl. 108 S.Ct at 878.
6. b i d
7. H w l l n published the parody pita Falwdl 6 1 4 auit Ibid., p. 878 nJ. Meanwhile. Fatwell. Moral Mionty d
old Tune Cosptl Hour mailed thouunda of copies of the parody to potential donors as part of a fund4ning appenl.
H w l l n ~ e dbrcopyright inbingmerl but the fundraising cmpaign was held to be a fair use. Ifudlnht~uinc,Inc. v.
M o r d Majovity, k c . . 606 FSupp. 1526 CD.Cal. 1985). @rd, 796 F2d 1118 (ah Cir. 1986).
a. F ~ = UV. mi,xn ~aino, m ~ (4th
n cir. iw.
9. lhis I(.ndrd war 6nt enunciated by the Supreme Court in Nno Y I7ha v. SJliuan, 376 US. 254,27480
(1W.
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fied. T o make a plaintiff suing for intentional infliction of emotional distress prove knowing or reckless disregard for the truth, the court concluded, would be to change the very nature of the tortl0And that the
court declined to do.
Hustler further argued that since the jury found the parody not literally believable, it must be considered a statement of opinion protected
by the Fist Amendment from any theory of liability. Again, the appeals
court disagreed, concluding that whether an offensive publication is an
opinion is irrelevant to the question of whether a publication is outrageous. In other words, intentional infliction of emotional distress focuses on outrageous conduct; whether that conduct takes the form of a
statement of opinion makes no difference.”
Hustler in the Supreme Court

T h e Supreme Court unanimously reversed the court of appeals.
Chief Justice Rehnquist’s opinion began by reiterating the importance
of constitutional protection for ideas and opinions: “[alt the heart of the
Fist Amendment is the recognition of the fundamental importance of
the free flow of ideas and opinions on matters of public interest and concern.”” In so doing, Rehnquist drew directly from the Court’s central
precedents in libel law. The Court also emphasized that in libel cases a
defendant’s motive is irrelevant - ill will or hatred of the plaintiff do
not diminish the Fist Amendment’s protection:
Thus while such a bad motive may be deemed controlling for purposes of tort
liability in other areas of the law, we think the First Amendment prohibits such
a result in the area of public debate about public figures. Were we to hold otherwise, there can be little doubt that political cartoonists and satirists would be
subjected to damages [sic] awards without any showing that their work falsely
defamed its subject.u

The Court also objected to ”outrageousnessna s a criterion for determining when speech loses F i s t Amendment protection:
‘Outrageousness’ in the area of political and social discourse has an inherent
subjectiveness about it which would allow a jury to impose liability on the
basis of the jurors’ tastes or views, or perhaps on the basis of their dislike of a
particular expression. An ‘outrageousness’ standard thus runs afoul of our
longstanding refusal to allow damages to be awarded because the speech in
question may have an adverse emotional impact on the audience.“

Therefore, the Court concluded, public figures and public officials
may not recover for intentional infliction of emotional distress “without
showing in addition that the publication contains afalse statement offact
which was made with ‘actual malice,’ i.e., with knowledge that the state
ment was false or with reckless disregard a s to whether or not it was
true. [emphasis added]”“ The Court accepted the jury’s conclusion that
the parody was not literally believable, but did not elaborate on why or
whether it found Falwell unable to satisfy the actual malice standard.16
10.797 F2d at 1274-75.
11. Ibid., pp. 127576.
12 108 S.CL at 879.
13. Ibid.. pp. 88081.

14.Ibid., p. 8(p.
15. Ibid.
16. ?he Court merely attributed ita conclusion to .reasons heretofore staled.’ Ibid, pp. 88283.
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If the Supreme Court’s decision makes anything clear, it would
appear to be that intentional infliction of emotional distress is no longer
a viable theory of liability for public figures where the offensive material
is not provably, believably false. This conclusion, however, is more
implicit than explicit in the Court’s opinion, because the Court failed to
make clear the real basis for its decision.
One possibility is that the Court presumed parody to be opinion, and
as such within a category of speech protected by the First Amendment
from any theory of liability. Such reasoning would directly address the
problem of using alternative theories of liability to avoid otherwise
insurmountable barriers to actions for libel where opinion is involved.
Indeed, the Court expends several paragraphs emphasizing the importance of protecting “ideas” and ‘opinions,” treats at some length the
importance of political parody, and seemingly worries that allowing
actions such as Falwell’s could render all parody vulnerable to suits for
intentional infliction of emotional distress because parodists frequently
intend to make lie miserable for their subjects.l’
The Supreme Court’s recent decision in Milkouich u. bruin Journal
Co.,l’ however, strongly suggests that no constitutional privilege for
opinion underlay Hustlm Milkouich held that the First Amendment does
not inherently immunize all statements of opinion from actions for libel.
Rather, the Court concluded, First Amendment interests are adequately
served by the requirement that plaintiffs prove defamatory statements
to be false.” More to the point, the Milkouich decision placed Hustler in
a line of cases providing constitutional protection for statements that
cannot reasonably be interpreted as stating actual factsP
In Hustler the Court also found both the “intent” and “outrageousness” requirements of the intentional infliction tort to be constitutionally deficient. But it stopped short of rejecting them altogether, since it
requires public figures to prove falsity and actual malice “in addition.”
Either the falsity or actual malice requirement or both must have saved
Hustler, because the Court never disputed Hustler’s ill intent or the outrageousness of the parody.
Thus, the most plausible interpretation of the decision is that the
Court’s concern lies primarily with the issue of falsity, and only secondarily with the issue of actual malice. Public figures, the Court may be
saying, cannot sue successfully for intentional infliction of emotional
distress unless they can prove that what is published is literally false
and believable.” Whether one considers the Hustler parody an opinion,
an idea or rhetorical hyperbole, the point is that it does not communicate a believable falsehood. Hence, there was no need to reach the question of whether there was actual malice.
The ”End-Run” Problem

Had the Court forthrightly held that opinion is protected from all tort
liability by the First Amendment, its decision presumably would have
17. Ibid.. pp. 87981.

ia iios.cr 26% w m .

19. Rid.. p. m.
20.Ibid
21. It h worth noting h a t the court‘s dm’sion is c d n e d to offensive pu6lirdwu.Presumably. it plxn no corntitub’aul limit. on &its where a public dgure ia complainiw b u t the scrual conduct of he media - for ermnple,jourdid or photographem’behwior in gahmw information.
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applied regardless of a plaintiff's public or private status. That the Court
specifically confined its decision to public figures suggests that Hustler
should not be read as significantly enlarging constitutional protection
for opinion. But even if the decision is interpreted as enlarging First
Amendment protection for speech that is not demonstrably false, the
Court's reasoning is puzzling.
Under the Court's libel cases, ufl plaintiffs must prove falsity when a
libel involves a matter of public concern.= Since the Hustler decision
apparently hinged on falsity, there would seem to be little reason to
have made the holding contingent on Falwell's status as a public figure.
Yet the Court's holding implies that a different standard might be
applied in cases brought by private figures. By so doing, the Court has
left open the possibility of intentional infliction suits by private figures.
Since the Supreme Court itself has suggested that the definition of
"public figure" ought to be fairly narrow,p plaintiffs have a doubly
strong incentive to seek privatefigure status.
The Court, then, leaves open at least two possibilities. One is that private figures suing for intentional infliction face no constitutional barriers. The other is that, maintaining the parallel with libel law, private !igures might win upon showing falsity, believability and negligencp plus
outrageousness, intent and severe harm.= The significance of a lesser
constitutional barrier for private figures is underlined by the fact that
nearly half of the intentional infliction claims brought against mass
media have been brought by plaintiffs who are almost certainly private
figures."
Vun Duyn tr. Smith,a post-Hustler Illinois case which the Supreme
Court of the United States has declined to review,n strikingly illustrates
the opportunity left for private figures to use intentional infliction of
emotional distress a s an end-run around difficult First Amendment
obstacles. The executive director of an abortion clinic sued an anti-abortion protester for libel, invasion of privacy and intentional infliction of
emotional distress. A central allegation was that the defendant had distributed a Wanted" poster and a "Face the American Holocaust" poster
to plaintiff's friends and neighbors.2' The "Wanted" poster allegedly
resembled an FBI poster, and referred to plaintiff as "Margaret the
Malignant," said she was wanted "for prenatal killing in violation of the
Hippocratic Oath and Geneva Code," and accused her of killing for profit and presiding over more than 50,OOO killings.=
22. AilaAtl#hia Nems#apln v. He#@, 475 US. 767 (1986).
23. Gnfr v. Roberf Weld, Inc.. 418 US.323 (1974); Time, h r v. Firesfone, 424 US. 148 (1976);H v l d i u a v.
humbr, 443US.111 (1979); W d d a v. Re&sLh&sf,
443 US.157 (1979).
24. The negligam requirement would be in keeping with Cerfz v. Robnf R&h,INC:'So lonp PI they do not
impose lihlity without Lulf the states may dedne for themukes the sppropriateW a r d of lubility for a publilha OT
b r d u r t e r of defamatory falKhood iqurious to a private individual.' 418US. at 347.
25.Thir Popibility e x h since negligence in the Uepr leading In publication of outrageous, hlsc material might be
conceptually dintinguished kom intent to cause m r e emob'od distress. For a m p l e , one might dedre to c a u such
~
h m but not have been negligent in putling together the offelrivemiterial that turn out to be Use.W e nuromeu
of the H d & r decision PISO l a v e s general negligence available a6 M dternative theory of liability. S I e Robert E.
Drrchwl. Wegligmt Intliction of Emotional Distress:New Tort Problem for the Mnsa Media,' Prppndine Lr RIctirr
-917
OW.
%. A rough W y as of this writing indicates that of 85 plaintiffa who have dlcged intentional indichn of emotional
d k a . .(l u a 41 appear likdy to be held private figures under the Supreme Court's dehition of the (am. The number would undoub(ed1y be higha if even aome of the borderline type6 were uteporized i s private. A list of the cam
may be obclind kom the author.
27.175 IllApp.3d 523,527N E 2 d 1005 64pp. Ct. 1W).
urf h i e 4 57 U.SL.W. 3841 (US.June 26,19&9)(No.88
1761).
28.527 NEA at 1007.We plantiff du, complained h a t during a two-yerr period the dekndant had on vvml
0Cc.im bllowcd ha in his car,conkonled her i t M airport. interfered with her entrvlce and exit kom M nirprt.
&nted
her at home and at work, d i l l e d l y picketed h a home. IbiA
29. Ibid
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In a manner reminiscent of Hustler, the poster also contained the disclaimer that "nothing in this poster should be interpreted as a suggestion of any activity that is presently considered unethical. Once abortion
was crime but it is not now considered a crime.DJo
The Holocaust poster
contained pictures of aborted fetuses between 22 and 29 weeks in gestational age, with the method of abortion listed under each pi~ture.~'
The trial court dismissed all the claims. The appeals court affirmed
as to libel and invasion of privacy, but reversed dismissal of the intentional infliction claim. The court found that Hustler did not apply to
intentional infliction of emotional distress suits brought by private figures, and it found that the plaintiff here was a private figure." Regarding
the libel claim, however, the court found the posters to be nonactionable statements of opinion.=
There is other, albeit indirect, evidence that lower courts are, at best,
uncertain whether Hustler applies when private figures are involved. In
at least six post-Hustler cases brought against media defendants by
plaintiffs who are arguably private figures, Hustler has not been used at
all. Rather, courts have relied on common law principles. Ironically, the
common law "outrageousness" requirement, of which the Supreme
Court was so critical, has been precisely what has saved all six defendantsM
In fact, several lower courts have much more directly and usefully
addressed the end-run problem of alternative theories of liability than
has the Supreme Court - regardless of whether plaintiffs are public or
private figures. Already a decade ago, in Hutchinson v. Proxmire, a federal appeals court upheld refusal to allow trial on a libel plaintiff's additional claim for intentional infliction of emotional distress. "If the alleged
defamatory falsehoods themselves are privileged," the court concluded,
'it would defeat the privilege to allow recovery for the specified damages which they caused.""
Particularly influential has been the California Supreme Court's decision in Readerk Digest Ass'n u. Superior Court, a libel, invasion of privacy
and intentional infliction of emotional distress action brought by the
Synanon Church and its founder.%The trial court had refused to grant
summary judgment to the defendant; the state supreme court reversed,
invoking New York Times u. Sullivan. The constitutional protection
granted by Sullivan does not depend on the label given the stated cause
of action, the court concluded. Liability "cannot be imposed on any theory for what has been determined to be a constitutionally protected
77u Sum'ual of 'End-Run' lXem'es of Tort Liability ajter Hustler u s Falwell

30.lbid.
31. l i d .
32 lbid. p. 1010.
33. Did.. p. 1015.
34.DapY v. NaIimd Eaquirrr, 702 ESupp. 927 (D.C. Me.1988) (atwy h u t plantiff who kll out of arpluw ud
iwvived not wfkiently outnpeoui to support claim); Dor v. Amrricoa Broadcpclirp C m p a a i a , 16 Media L. Rep
(BNA) 1958 W.Y. App. Div. 1969) (broadcasts identifying plaintiffs as rape victims despite joudiats' pmmise not to
identify than not sufddently outrageoua to support cause of d o n ) ; C&&y v. Gucdoar. 703 FSupp.903 (MD.
Als.
1968)(ltay reporting (hat plaintiff gave birth without knowinp she was pregnant not suflciendy outrageous m x em&
tiodd
m
i
aufkiently mere to support muse of action); fib v. Spin Adlhliou, 16 Media L. Rep. (BNA) 1130
0 . C . Md.1968) (use of plaktiffk picture with utide on incressw murder rates and drug pmblsna not suftciently
oubueoui to uppwt daim):s o l m o v. Ailadtl~hiaNnurpaptn, lac., 546 A2d 1168 (super. Ct. Pa. 1988) (newrpapr
hadline rllrgdly -ti
plaintiffto mob activity not wfkiently outrageous to jultifyclaim); VirrUiv. Goodsan-T&an
Ede~riCO.142 A D 2 d 479,536 N.YZd 571 (1989) (article on drug abuse which allegedly misepraented plaktiffi no!
ufKckntly outmgeous to support claim). &r dto,Snly v. Lkfroil Ntus lac., 16 Media L. Rep (BNA) 2266 (Ct App.
Mich. 1989).
35.579 F A 1021.1U36 crth Cu.1978). ?he Supreme Court later rm'ewed the case, but not on this issue.
36.37 W.3d 244,208 CalJlptr. 137,693 P2d 610 (1984). u r f .dnird, 478 US.100s (19%).
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pu blicati~n.~'
At least a dozen cases in addition to Hustler have involved claims for
intentional infliction of emotional distress based on statements of opinion or hyperbole. The Hutchinson/Reader's Digest line of reasoning has
been important in resolving the majority of them. For example, in
Celebrezze v. Dayton Newspapers an Ohio Supreme Court justice sued for
libel and intentional infliction of emotional distress because of an editorial cartoon. The Ohio courts sided with the newspaper, finding that
since the cartoon was a constitutionally protected statement of opinion,
it could be the subject of neither a libel nor an intentional infliction
suit.y Similarly, a California appeals court rejected an intentional infliction claim stemming from a Robin Williams comedy routine.%The plaintiffs claims of libel and intentional infliction of emotional distress both
were based upon publication of a joke, the court noted; since the joke
was nondefamatory because it was not literally believable, it constituted
speech protected by the First Amendment from attack by any other theory of liability.'O
HicstIerMagazine itself has been successful in the lower courts in at
least one case strikingly similar to that brought by Falwell. This time,
feminist Andrea Dworkin was the target of cartoons and photographs
depicting sexual activity and bearing captions making disparaging
remarks about Dworkin and her mother. She sued for libel, false light
invasion of privacy, and intentional infliction of emotional distress.u In
granting summary judgment to Hustler on all three claims, a federal d i s
trict court concluded that
[wlhatever the label, Dworkin cannot maintain a separate cause of action for
mental and emotional distress where the gravamen is defamation. Without
such a rule, virtually any defective defamation claim, such as the one in this
case, could be revived by pleading it as one for intentional infliction of emotional distress: [sic] thus circumventing the restrictions, including those imposed
by the Constitution, on defamation claims.u

The appeals court affirmed the district court's decision after the
Supreme Court decided Hustler. Instead of concluding that the gist of
Dworkin's complaint was in fact defamation, the appeals court concluded that the publication in question was a privileged statement of opinion.') In an expansive reading of the Supreme Court's decision, the
appeals court noted that after Hustler it "Seems likely that the require
ment that the speech contain a false statement of fact applies not just to
defamation claims, but to all claims seeking to impose civil liability for
speech not otherwise outside the protection of the fust amendment."44
37.37 W.3d at 266, M B Cd.Rptr. at 151,680 P.2d at 624. Accord, Fly.. v. Hkhan. 149 WApp.3d 677,197 Cal.Rppt
145 (Ct.App. 198.0. See a b , MiUw v. Nulandr, 192 WApp.3d 191. 237 Cd.Rptr. 359 (1987); strphrms v. Ilitrid. 13
Medu L Rep. (BNA) 2143 (W.
Ct. App. 1987); Wrbbrr v. Ttlqnm-liibunr, 239 W.Rptr. 489 (Cd. Ct. App. 1987):
Smith v. D o n m . 14 Media L. Rep. (BNA) 1879,1881 (Va. Cir. Ct.. 1987); Basilins v. Hmohbr Ad Co.. 711 F Supp.548
(D.C. Hawaii 1 9 s ) .
38.C . W m V.Doylm Nruspopln, 13 Media L Rep. (BNA) 1911,1912 (Ohio CP. 1 W , w d , 41 Ohio M.3d 343,
535 NEad 755 (IW
S.
a aka h m v . Ncrs M d d G r n r n ~ i m t i o681
~ ~ESupp.
,
55 (D.CD.C. 19es).
m.rwrpor R ~ ~ W Q V . S W W ~ WirnwApp.3d5r13.216c~RpRplr.zsz
C~V~,
(1s).
40.170 WApp.3d at 558.216 WRptr. at 262. See also, R a y v. kftrman. 14 Media L Rep. (BNA) 2047 (Cd.
s
p
a
.ct. l!w.
41. Dmon*'r v. Huller, 666 ESupp. 1408 (C.D. Cd. 1987). d r d 867 F2d 1188 (9th Cir. 1989); mrL drrud. 58
USLW. 3213 (US.Oa.2.1989)(No. 861900).
4 2 668 FSupp. at 1420.

__

.

4% llfi7F2d
at -.
1193
- -.
..

44. [bid. p. 1196 n.5. See dsa, Fu+r v. ArUovv h l m a l i o n d . 14 Media L. Rep. (BNA) 1238 (D.C.R.I. 1987). #d
840 Fad I012 (laCir. 1988), crrl. dmird, 109 SCt. 65 (I=).
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Hustler has also defended itself successfully against libel and intentional infliction of emotional distress suits brought by two other antipornography activists. The magazine called one a 'tightassed house
wife" and 'deluded busybody" in need of 'professional help,"'5 and
referred to the other as a 'pus bloated walking sphincter."' A federal
appeals court found all of the statements to be opinion and, as such, not
actionable for either libel or intentional infliction of emotional distress
regardless of whether the plaintiff was a public or private person. But,
perhaps tellingly, the court used Hustler as authority only for the 'public
person" portion of this conc1usion."
In all of these cases, the courts have focused on the nature of the
expression and on the plaintiffs' seemingly obvious attempt to use intentional infliction of emotional distress to circumvent libel and privacy
defenses. Whether the plaintiffs have been public or private figures has
been at best a secondary consideration. The logic is compellingly
straightforward and sensible: if the constitution (or even the common
law) would protect the expression where the heart of the claim is reputational harm or invasion of privacy, it would make no sense to let the
expression be vulnerable under any other theory of liability. Perhaps
this is what the Supreme Court is trying to say in Hustler, but if so, it
has said it far more opaquely than many lower courts.
The difficulty can be seen more clearly if one imagines a plaintiff
suing exclusively for intentional infliction of emotional distress, perhaps
to make it less obvious that the claim is really a libel claim in disguise.
Under the approach commonly taken in the lower courts, a judge could
still examine the nature of the speech and find, for example, that the
statement is an opinion or hyperbole or at least not provably or believably false. Since such expression has been accorded First Amendment
protection from actions for libel, the court could conclude that it must
inherently be constitutionally protected from an action for intentional
infliction of emotional distress as well. A court applying Hustler might
well be led to the same conclusion ifthe plaintiff is a public figure. But if
the plaintiff is a private figure, as Van Duyn demonstrates, the holding
in Hustler provides little guidance; the result would be more uncertain.
Even where public figures are involved such uncertainty is not inconceivable. In September 1988, a jury ruled against former Massachusetts
Gov. Edward King in a libel suit focusing on a newspaper column alleging that he had once called a judge and demanded that he change his
decision in a rape case. The jury found the allegation to be false. But the
jury never reached the question of actual malice, because it also found
that King had not been 'discredited ...in the minds of any considerable
and reputable class" of the community." This appears to be a finding
that the material was not defamatory.
What if King's suit had been brought under a theory of intentional
infliction of emotional distress? Unlike Hustler's ad parody, the column
45. AJI v. HuJ*rMa#odrr, 860 E2d 877,879 (slh Cu. W),c n l & r i d , 109 S.CL 1532 (1989).
46. L M v. L E P h c ,860 F2d eS0,W (9thCir. 1988). ctrl. d a i r d . 109 S.CL 1532 (1989).
47.hll v. H w u I r Ma#aanr. 860 F2d i t eso; LtiQOldl v. LEI? Inc., 860 F2d i t 893. See d m Deuprn v. fliff, 860
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material may well have been both provably false and believable.
Conceivably, a jury may have found actual malice, outrageousness and
even intent. The Supreme Court’s approach leaves room for such a sce
nario because it allows a public figure to sue even if the material is
found not to have harmed the public figure’s reputation. Precisely
because the Court did not directly address the use of alternative theories of liability to circumvent barriers to libel, this possibility remains even when the speech clearly involves a matter of public significance
and even when a public figure or official is the target.
Conclusion
In Hustler v. Fulwell, the Supreme Court largely forfeited an opportunity to deal directly and decisively with the problem of plaintiffs’ c r e
ative relabeling of their claims to avoid constitutional barriers to actions
for libel and invasion of privacy. The decision has not shut the door on
actions for intentional infliction of emotional distress by private figures
who are upset by statements of fact or opinion. Nor has it entirely
closed the door on intentional infliction of emotional distress actions by
public figures and officials when false statements are involved.
In his book on the Hustler case, Professor Rodney Smolla argues that
to “decipher the meaning of the case only in terms of its technical ramifications is to sap the decision of its true resonance and power, like
treating Moby Dick a s a simple whaling a d ~ e n t u r e . ” T
‘ ~h e point has
merit. Certainly it is important that the Supreme Court reiterated its
adherence to New York Times v. Sullivan and to F i s t Amendment protection for even vicious verbal attacks on public figures. But “technical
ramifications” are not so easily dismissed. A great deal of important lawmaking is interstitial. In Hustler the Supreme Court left considerable
room for interstitial maneuvering. Fortunately for the media, lower
courts have thus far dealt with the end-run issue more directly and
effectively than the Supreme Court.

49. smona, 0). cil.. pp. 301-2.
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